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Au nanoparticles and Au films for growth of nanowires on the GaAs�111�B surface have been
studied by a combination of experimental and theoretical techniques. If Au is present in either form,
annealing to temperatures relevant for nanowire growth results in the formation of a thin Au wetting
layer. Based on density functional theory calculations and experimental data, a structural model is
proposed with an Au atom on every third threefold hollow hcp site of the Ga lattice. The authors
observe that the stability of Au nanoparticles is governed by the presence of the wetting layer and
outdiffusion of Au from the nanoparticles. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2416315�

The potential of freestanding semiconductor nanowires
as tools and devices in physics, chemistry, and biology is
enormous.1–4 The nanowires are attractive as their shape,
size, and composition can be varied in a reproducible manner
and complex heterostructures can be formed inside the
wires.2 However, it has recently been shown experimentally
that the conventional picture of semiconductor nanowire
growth has significant shortcomings for both Si and III-V
nanowires.5–8 This is perhaps not surprising as the original
models are based on experimental data from the 60s,9 where
many of the modern experimental and theoretical tools were
not available. Hence it is of great importance to reexamine
nanowire nucleation with the atomic-scale tools developed
more recently.

Semiconductor nanowire growth is very often catalyzed
by Au nanoparticles, which act to promote one-dimensional
growth at the semiconductor/particle interface. Consequently
Au nanoparticles play a crucial role in controlling the growth
of the wires. Their position determines the position �and
hence the density� of the nanowires, and their diameters de-
termines the diameter of the nanowires. Further, as substrate
diffusion strongly influences the growth, any alterations of
the surface structure due to the presence of Au can dramati-
cally change diffusion coefficients, leading to unexpected
growth behavior. Interestingly most models of nanowire
growth implicitly assume that no Au diffusion in and out of
the particle occurs and that the substrate is free of Au.9–12 In
this letter we show that these assumptions are incorrect for
GaAs�111�. Au can migrate even from preadsorbed Au par-
ticles and will form a thin wetting layer on the GaAs. In this
context we note that little is known about the interaction of
Au with GaAs surfaces; so far it has been studied on the
atomic scale only for GaAs�110� and �100�.13,14

Several methods are used for forming the Au nanopar-
ticle seed: In the simplest case, Au is deposited as a homo-
geneous film, which upon annealing condenses to Au
droplets.10,11,15 Size-selected Au seed particles can also be
prepared directly, for example, by aerosol methods16 or

lithography,17 thereby achieving lateral and size ordering. In
the present letter we will explore both annealing of Au films
and direct aerosol deposition of Au nanoparticles.

Because GaAs nanowires grow most readily in the
�111�B directions, the GaAs�111�B substrate has been used
for the vast majority of GaAs nanowire growth studies.2

Thus we focus on how Au adsorption on the GaAs�111�B
surface affects the surface structure, and hence diffusion and
nanowire growth.

In this letter, we report scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM� and low energy electron diffraction/microscopy
�LEED”LEEM� measurements of the GaAs�111�B surface
morphology and structure after depositing Au either homo-
geneously or as aerosol nanoparticles, followed by annealing
to temperatures of 450–700 °C relevant for nanowire
growth.2,10,11,15 Both Au films and Au nanoparticles affect the
surface in a similar way after the annealing, inducing a ��3
��3�R30° structure. High resolution STM images and den-
sity functional theory �DFT� calculations are used to estab-
lish a model for the structure of this Au wetting layer on the
GaAs�111�B surface. We further observe that the Au particle
density will only become stable after the formation of the
wetting layer, and that Au diffusion on the substrate is faster
than detachment from the Au particle.

All measurements were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
with commercial Omicron LEED and STM under a base
pressure below 1�10−10 mbar. All STM images were ob-
tained in constant current mode. LEEM measurements were
carried out using a commercial Elmitec SPLEEM system at
MAX-lab. The samples used in this study were all cut from
the same crystal wafer, n-doped GaAs�111�B. Au films were
deposited in vacuum using a home-built evaporator, cali-
brated by monitoring island growth during the formation of
the first Au layer on GaAs at room temperature. Alterna-
tively, size-selected Au aerosol nanoparticles with a diameter
of nominally 50 nm were deposited directly ex situ on the
GaAs�111�B substrate as described elsewhere.16 Calculations
of the geometric and electronic structures of both the clean
and the Au-covered GaAs�111�B surfaces were performed ina�Electronic mail: anders.mikkelsen@sljus.lu.se
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the framework of density functional theory within the
generalized-gradient approximation.18 The electronic struc-
ture was calculated with the program CASTEP,19 using a
plane-wave expansions of the wave functions with a cutoff
energy of 320 eV in combination with ultrasoft pseudopoten-
tials. The GaAs�111�B surface was modeled using periodic
slabs of six GaAs bilayers, separated by a vacuum region of
13 Å. We fix the bottom two bilayers and the H atoms used
to terminate the slab, and relax the remaining atoms until all
the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. After structural re-
laxation, contour plots of a suitably defined local density of
states were extracted, corresponding to filled-state STM im-
ages in constant-current mode.20

After annealing the clean GaAs�111�B sample to 550 °C
a sharp �1�1� LEED pattern could be observed. Since this
surface reconstruction did not change further after annealing
to temperatures up to 600 °C, we conclude that the observed
structure is the so-called �1�1�HT reconstruction.21 The
STM measurements revealed a surface morphology with
many small, but flat patches. The STM image in Fig. 1�a�
shows that the patches consist of protrusions which have
only very local ordering of up to a few �2�2� unit cells.

In separate experiments, 0.5 and 2.5 ML �monolayer� of
Au were deposited at room temperature on the clean surface.
After the samples had been annealed to 600 °C for 1 min a
��3��3�R30° LEED pattern could be observed for both Au
coverages. In the STM images on Fig. 1�b� it is observed that
the overall morphology of the surface changed as compared
to the clean surface. The surface now consists of much larger
terraces with an ordered ��3��3�R30° structure, with dis-
ordered patches in between.

From high-resolution STM images as seen in Fig. 1�c�,
we find that the structural units of the ��3��3�R30° are
triangular with bright centers. The areal density of the trian-
gular units, together with our observation that the reconstruc-
tion appears already for 0.5 ML of Au deposited, strongly
suggests that each unit contains one Au atom. On the basis of

our results from the STM and LEED measurements we sug-
gest a model for the adsorption sites of the Au atoms on the
surface �Fig. 1�d��. In this model the Au atoms preferably
adsorb on every third hcp threefold hollow site of the Ga
lattice.

The simulated STM images for the proposed structural
model �see inset in Fig. 1�c�� show excellent agreement with
the measured images. The adsorption energy per Au atom on
the ideally As-terminated, relaxed GaAs�111�B surface is
2.96 eV for this structure, slightly smaller than the �calcu-
lated� cohesive energy of bulk gold, Ecoh

Au =3.01 eV. How-
ever, such a wetting layer may still be thermodynamically
stable in equilibrium with Au nanoparticles, since entropic
contributions to the free energy favor spreading out of the
gold onto the substrate. By simulating STM images of the
clean GaAs�111�B surface, we also verified that the presence
of Au is essential for obtaining the correct image: various
assumed structures of the clean surface �Ga adatoms, As va-
cancies, As vacancies in combination with Ga trimers� yield
STM images markedly different from the experimentally ob-
served ones.

In the case of homogeneous Au deposition, the Au wet-
ting layer remains after the film has condensed into Au drop-
lets. Thus the interesting question arises whether a Au wet-
ting layer will also form for preadsorbed Au particles �or Au
patches� and if Au particles are stable without the presence of
the Au structure. To investigate these issues, GaAs�111�B
samples with preadsorbed 50 nm Au aerosol nanoparticles

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� STM image �40�40 nm2� of the GaAs�111�B
surface with 0.5 Au particles/�m2 after annealing to 600 °C. The yellow/red
regions are regions of clean GaAs�111�B and the ��3��3�R30°-Au struc-
ture, respectively �U=2.0 V�. Gray scale extends over 9 Å. �b� STM image
�73�42 nm2� of the GaAs�111�B surface with a Au particle after annealing
to 600 °C �U=2.4 V�. Regions of clean GaAs�111�B and the ��3
��3�R30°-Au structure can be seen near the particle as indicated by the
yellow and red arrows, respectively. As the height of the Au particle is 30 Å,
the gray scale of the particle has been compressed to also allow the structure
on the substrate to be seen.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� STM image �16�16 nm2� of the clean
GaAs�111�B surface �U=1.4 V�. Gray scale extends over 10 Å and �b�
STM image �16�16 nm2� of the clean GaAs�111�B surface with 2.5 ML Au
film annealed to 600 °C �U=−0.6 V�. Gray scale extends over 4 Å. The
Au-induced ��3��3�R30° cell is indicated. �c� STM image �7�5 nm2� of
triangular structural units on the surface �U=−0.6 V�. Gray scale extend
over 1 Å. The inset shows the simulated STM images from DFT calcula-
tions. �d� Model of Au atoms occupying every third threefold hollow site
giving rise to these small triangles
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�density of 5 particles/�m2� were annealed in a similar fash-
ion as the samples with Au films. Again a ��3��3�R30°
phase was observed, which was found to be identical both
structurally and morphologically to the structure on samples
with annealed Au films. This shows that wetting of the whole
surface will also occur upon annealing of local Au structures.
Decreasing the particle density to 0.5 particles/�m2 and an-
nealing the sample leads to an interesting change. Imaging
the surface by STM, as seen in Fig. 2�a�, we find a coexist-
ence of the reconstruction of the clean GaAs�111�B surface
with patches of the Au-induced ��3��3�R30° reconstruc-
tion and disordered patches with a few protrusions in an
arrangement similar as that of the protrusions on the clean
surface.

Disordered patches similar to the ones found in between
the ��3��3�R30° structure are also observed on the clean
surface with no Au present. The coverage and appearance of
the disordered patches show no special dependence on the
amount of Au adsorbed and no changes are observed by ad-
sorption of more than 0.5 ML Au. Therefore we conclude
that only small amounts of Au can be present in the disor-
dered regions.

Probing regions close to an Au particle as seen in Fig.
2�b� we find no notable difference in the density of recon-
structed regions close to and far away from the Au particles.
This finding implies a large mobility of Au atoms on the
surface compared to the rate of Au detachment from the
nanoparticle. The high surface mobility of Au is in agree-
ment with the DFT calculations, which determine the diffu-
sion barrier for Au on GaAs�111�B to be only 0.2 eV.

Finally we have studied the stability of the Au nanopar-
ticles upon annealing. This was done by heating the
GaAs�111�B surface with Au aerosol nanoparticles up to
700 °C and keeping it at this temperature while simulta-
neously recording LEEM images as seen in Fig. 3. From
these images it can be seen that about 60% of the particles
disappear. The total amount of Au left in the form of particles
becomes smaller after annealing, consistent with the spread-
ing of some of the Au from the particles onto the surface as
a thin wetting layer. Indeed, after prolonged annealing the Au
particles stop to shrink or disappear as found by a second
annealing series to 700 °C of the same sample. On samples
where the total amount of Au present as particles could only
cover up to 80% of the surface with the ��3��3�R30° struc-

ture, very few particles were observed after prolonged an-
nealing. Thus one can view the 1/3 ML Au layer as a very
thin wetting layer, necessary for the thermodynamic stability
of the Au particles on the surface. Finally it can be noted that
at nanowire growth temperatures �below 700 °C� the disap-
pearance of Au particles and Au outdiffusion will be signifi-
cantly slower; however, for prolonged growth times it can
explain needle formation where the catalyzing particle is
seen to slowly disappear.15

We have studied the GaAs�111�B surface with Au de-
posited either homogeneously or as nanoparticles, and found
the presence of Au in either form to give rise to a ��3
��3�R30° Au-induced surface reconstruction. In the struc-
tural model supported by our DFT calculations for an Au
coverage of 1 /3 ML, Au atoms are adsorbed at every third
threefold hollow hcp site of the Ga lattice. We find that Au
particle stability depends on the presence of this wetting
layer.
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FIG. 3. 4�5 �m2 LEEM images at 0.54 eV �mirror mode� of the same area
of a GaAs�111�B surface with Au aerosol nanoparticles. �a� Immediately
after reaching 700 °C. �b� After annealing at 700 °C for 300 s. The two
images are drift corrected to show the same area of the surface.
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